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2 Eastwood and NorburyConsider n distinct points in Euclidean three-space. Fixing attention on oneof these points, the others give rise to n � 1 points on its sphere of vision.Thinking of this as the Riemann sphere gives a monic polynomial of degree� n� 1, having as its zeroes the points not equal to the point chosen to be 1.We may regard its coe�cients as a complex n-vector (for degree d < n� 1, its�rst n� 1� d coe�cients are deemed to be zero). Repeating this exercise foreach of the n points gives n such vectors and hence an n�n matrix. In [1, 2],Atiyah conjectured that a matrix constructed in this way cannot be singular.In [3], Atiyah and Sutcli�e amass a great deal of numerical evidence for thisconjecture and formulate a series of further conjectures based on the geometrythat their numerical studies apparently reveal.In spite of overwhelming evidence in its favour, the basic conjecture, as statedabove, remains surprisingly resistant. The case n = 3 is not too hard: ageometric argument is given in [1] and an algebraic one in [2]. In this articlewe establish the case n = 4.1 NormalisationIn describing Atiyah's conjecture above we used only the directions de�ned bypairs of points amongst the n points. It turns out to be far more natural to keeptrack of scale as well as direction, in particular in order to see what happensif we rotate the sphere of directions in R3 , obtaining a di�erent identi�cationwith the Riemann sphere. We will use the Hopf mappingC 2 3 8>>: w1w2 9>>; h7�! 8>>: (jw1j2 � jw2j2)=2w1 �w2 9>>; 2 R � C �= R3as follows. This mapping intertwines the action of SU(2) on C 2 with the actionof SO(3) on R3 and descends to an isomorphism from C P1 to the sphere ofrays through the origin in R3 . Therefore, for each point in R3 n f0g, we maychoose a corresponding point in C 2 n f0g de�ned up to phase. Their symmetrictensor product lies in Jn�1 C 2 �= C nand is also well-de�ned up to phase. We may regard this as normalising, up tophase, the complex n-vectors appearing in our initial formulation of Atiyah'sconjecture. If we now construct the columns of an n � n matrix M in thisway, then detM is well-de�ned up to phase and jdetM j2 is invariant underEuclidean motions.Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



Atiyah's Conjecture 3Following Atiyah and Sutcli�e [3], we may normalize detM further. Considerthe mapping C 2 3 8>>: w1w2 9>>; �7�! 8>>: � �w2�w1 9>>; 2 C 2 ;observing that h(�(w)) = �h(w) for all w 2 C 2 . Also note that�(ei�w) = e�i��(w) and �(�(w)) = �w: (1)Fix an ordering for our original n points in R3 . Each pair of these points con-tributes twice to detM , once when the later point is viewed from the earlier andonce when this view is reversed. We mandate using w and �(w), respectively,in lifting to C 2 . By virtue of (1), both the phase ambiguity w 7! ei�w and theordering ambiguity cancel from detM . In conclusion, detM is invariant underEuclidean motions. It is easy to check that detM is replaced by its complexconjugate under reection. In particular, if all points lie in a plane then the de-terminant is real. For further details see [2, 3]. We shall call detM , normalisedin this way, the Atiyah determinant. In [3] a scale invariant normalisation D isused. The two normalisations are related bydetM = D �Yi>j(2rij)where rij is the distance between the ith and jth points.We are free to use Euclidean motions to place points in convenient locations.Let us do this to verify the conjecture when n = 3, choosing the three pointsin R � C to be 8>>: 00 9>>; 8>>: 0a 9>>; 8>>: 0z 9>>;with a real. They form a triangle with side lengths a, b = jzj, and c = ja� zj.We may use the following1pa 8>>: aa 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0a 9>>; 1pb 8>>: b�z 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0z 9>>;1pa 8>>: �aa 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0�a 9>>; 1pc 8>>: c�z � a 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0z � a 9>>;1pb 8>>: �zb 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0�z 9>>; 1pc 8>>: a� zc 9>>; h7! 8>>: 0a� z 9>>;Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



4 Eastwood and Norburyin computing detM . We obtain1abc ������ ab �ac �z(a� z)a�z + ab �a(�z � a) + ac �zc+ b(a� z)a�z a(�z � a) bc ������= a((z + �z)(c� a� b) + 2b(a+ b+ 3c))= (a2 + b2 � c2)(c � a� b) + 2ab(a+ b+ 3c)= d3(a; b; c) + 8abc;where d3(a; b; c) = (a+ b� c)(b+ c� a)(c + a� b): (2)The triangle inequalities imply that d3(a; b; c) � 0 with equality if and onlyif the points lie on a line. Therefore detM � 8abc > 0 and, in particular, isnon-zero, as required.2 The case n = 4Theorem 1 For any four points in R3 , the Atiyah determinant is non-zero.Proof Choose the four points in R3 = R � C to be8>>: 0z1 9>>; 8>>: 0z2 9>>; 8>>: 0z3 9>>; 8>>: r0 9>>; :Put zij = zi � zj for i > j and label the distances between points by rij .We de�ne z4 = 0 so that z4j = �zj . Thus, r2ij = jzij j2 for i < 4 and r24j =r2 + jz4j j2 .For j < i < 4 the vector running from the jth point to the ith point may belifted to w = 1prij 8>>: rij�zij 9>>; , with �(w) = 1prij 8>>: �zijrij 9>>; :Similarly, if we put R4j = r4j + r for j < 4, thenw = 1pR4j 8>>: R4j�z4j 9>>; and �(w) = 1pR4j 8>>: �z4jR4j 9>>;lift to C 2 the vectors in R3 joining the jth point to the 4th point and viceversa. For each of the four points, the coe�cients of the corresponding thirdGeometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



Atiyah's Conjecture 5degree polynomial give the following four vectors:{v1 = 1pr21r31R41 8>>>>>>>>>>: r21r31R41r21r31�z41 + r21R41�z31 + r31R41�z21r21�z31�z41 + r31�z21�z41 +R41�z21�z31�z21�z31�z41 9>>>>>>>>>>;v2 = 1pr32R42r21 8>>>>>>>>>>: �r32R42z21�r32z21�z42 + r32R42r21 � z21R42�z32r32r21�z42 � z21�z32�z42 +R42�z32r21�z32r21�z42 9>>>>>>>>>>;v3 = 1pR43r31r32 8>>>>>>>>>>: z31z32R43z31z32�z43 � z31R43r32 � z32R43r31�z31r32�z43 � z32r31�z43 +R43r31r32r31r32�z43 9>>>>>>>>>>;v4 = 1pR41R42R43 8>>>>>>>>>>: �z41z42z43z41z42R43 + z41z43R42 + z42z43R41�z41R42R43 � z42R41R43 � z43R41R42R41R42R43 9>>>>>>>>>>;and we may take M to be the matrix with column vectors vi . Hence,detM = P=(r21r31r32R41R42R43)where P is a polynomial consisting of monomials each of which contains oneof r2ij , rijzij , rij�zij , or zij�zij for each j < i < 4, and one of R24j , R4jz4j ,R4j�z4j , or z4j �z4j . Since zij�zij = r2ij , each monomial is divisible by rij and,since jz4j j2 = R4j(r4j � r), each monomial is divisible by R4j . Therefore, wecan divide by the factor of r21r31r32R41R42R43 leaving monomials with one ofrij , zij or �zij for each j < i < 4, and one of (r4j + r), z4j , �z4j or (r4j � r). Itfollows that detM is now expressed as a homogeneous degree 6 polynomial inr , rij , zij and �zij for j < i � 4.Recall that detM is invariant under Euclidean motions. Moreover, the six dis-tances rij determine our con�guration of four points. Also, notice that thesedistances are constrained only by triangle inequalities. Hence, the Atiyah deter-minant detM may be regarded as a function of the independent variables rij .We claim that� <(detM) is a polynomial in rij (homogeneous of degree 6).� jdetM j2 is a polynomial in rij (homogeneous of degree 12).Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



6 Eastwood and NorburyHaving done this we shall use the triangle inequalities on the four faces of ourcon�guration to show that, in fact, <(detM) > 0. This is more than su�cientto �nish the proof.It is convenient to set zij = �zji and rij = rji when j > i. The monomials inour expression for detM contain an equal number of zij and �zkl . Consider theproduct zij�zkl . There are two cases:{(i) fi; jg and fk; lg have an element in common (suppose l = j ):zij�zkj = (1=2) �r2ij + r2kj � r2ki�+ 2Aijkp�1 (3)where Aijk , de�ned by (3), equals plus or minus the area of the ijkth triangleunder the projection R3 = R � C ! C onto the complex plane;(ii) fi; j; k; lg = f1; 2; 3; 4g: zij�zkl = zij �zkjzkj�zkl=r2kjand we can rewrite the numerator as in (i).We claim that all quadratic expressions in the Aijk may be written as polyno-mials in the rij and r2 . Speci�cally, when all four points lie in the complexplane, then one may verify that16AijkAijl = 2r2ij(r2ik + r2il � r2kl)� (r2ij + r2ik � r2jk)(r2ij + r2il � r2jl) (4)and when the fourth point lies o� the plane (r > 0), we replace r24j by r24j� r2 .Now, observe that our formulae so far for <(detM) and (=(detM))2 in-volve only quadratics expressions in Aijk . If we substitute according to (4)and its non-planar version, we obtain rational expressions for <(detM) and(=(detM))2 in the seven quantities in rij and r , the denominator being apolynomial in the six variables rij . Recall that a reection such as r 7! �rconjugates detM . Hence, we may drop all odd powers of r in the numerators,to obtain polynomials in rij and r2 .Finally, we eliminate r2 from these expressions. This is possible by writing thevolume V of the tetrahedron with vertices our four points in two di�erent ways.On the one hand144V 2 = �r421r243 � r221r443 � r232r441 � r432r241 � r431r242 � r231r442+r221r243r231 + r221r243r241 � r221r242r241 + r221r242r243+r221r242r231 + r221r232r243 � r221r232r231 + r232r242r241+r231r242r241 + r232r243r241 � r232r242r243 + r232r242r231+r231r242r243 + r232r231r241 � r231r243r241 + r221r232r241:Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



Atiyah's Conjecture 7On the other hand, let A denote the area of the triangular base in C . Then16A2 = 2r221r231 + 2r221r232 + 2r231r232 � r421 � r431 � r432and V = rA=3. We may therefore replace r2 by 9V 2=A2 , as required.Thus, we may conclude that <(detM) and (=(detM))2 are rational functionsof the variables rij but, if we now clear any common factors, we claim they are,in fact, polynomials. To see this, notice that in (ii) we had a choice when weintroduced �zkjzkj=r2kj . We could have insisted that fk; jg � f1; 2; 3g. Then thedenominators of <(detM) and (=(detM))2 would not involve r4j . However,detM does not see the ordering of our four points. Hence, if r4j are omittedfrom the denominators, then so are all variables rij , as required.It remains to calculate these polynomials. We did this using Maple] and foundthat <(detM) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 6 with 226 terms andjdetM j2 is a homogeneous degree 12 polynomial with 4500 terms. We claimthat <(detM) > 0. To see this, we can rewrite the output of the Maplecalculation as follows:{<(detM) = 64r21r31r32r41r42r43 � 4d3(r21r43; r31r42; r32r41)+12 av �r41((r42 + r43)2 � r232)d3(r21; r31; r32)�+ 288V 2:Here, d3(a; b; c) is the polynomial (2) and av denotes the operation of averaginga polynomial in rij under the action of S4 on the vertices of our tetrahedron:for example, av(r21) = (r21 + r31 + r32 + r41 + r42 + r43)=6av(r21r43) = (r21r43 + r31r42 + r41r32)=3:The �nal two terms are non-negative since the triangle inequality gives(r42 + r43)2 � r232 and d3(r21; r31; r32) � 0;and the square of the volume is non-negative. To estimate the other terms wemay use the easily veri�ed inequalityabc � d3(a; b; c); 8 a; b; c � 0:In conclusion, <(detM) � 60r21r31r32r41r42r43 > 0;as required. This is nearly enough for a stronger conjecture of Atiyah andSutcli�e [3, Conjecture 2] that jdetM j � 64r21r31r32r41r42r43 .]The program is at ftp://ftp.maths.adelaide.edu.au/meastwood/maple/points.Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)



8 Eastwood and NorburyA third conjecture of Atiyah and Sutcli�e [3, Conjecture 3] can be expressed inthe four point case in terms of polynomials in the edge lengths as:jdetM j2 � 4Y1 (d3(rij ; rik; rjk) + 8rijrikrjk)where the product runs over the four faces of the tetrahedron and the left handside is known explicitly. We have been unable to prove this conjecture evenin the case that the four points lie in a plane (in which case jdetM j can bereplaced by the simpler expression <(detM) given above).3 The planar case.Atiyah's basic conjecture is unresolved in general, even when the n points liein a plane (in which case recall that detM is real). Reasoning analogous to thecase of four points gives the following.Theorem 2 The Atiyah determinant of n points in a plane can be expressedas a rational function in the distances between the points.Proof Again, we can express zij�zkl as a rational function in the rij and Aijk .It is no longer true that quadratic expressions in the Aijk are polynomials inthe rij . Instead they are rational functions in the rij . This uses the sametrick of introducing new points in common between two triangles in order toapply (4):{ AijkAlmn = (AijkAijn)(AimnAlmn)AijnAimn :
In the general four point case, the distances rij acted as variables. The de-nominator was too small to be appropriately symmetrical and therefore hadto divide the numerator, leaving a polynomial rather than a rational function.In the planar case (and also in the general case with more than four points),the distances between points satisfy a set of polynomial constraints. Symmetryarguments are no longer valid and expressions for the determinant are no longerunique. We suspect, however, that there is a polynomial expression.Geometry & Topology, Volume X (20XX)
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